“mtrack active”
BikeSafe 2009
Automatrics were invited by the Metropolitan Police Stolen
Vehicles Unit to present “mtrack active” at this years
National BikeSafe Show at the Hendon Metropolitan Police
Training School.
Mtrack boasts two new accreditations fresh from Thatcham
10 June 2009, mtrack active versions are the only Thatcham
Quality Accredited (TQA) Stolen Motorcycle Trackers.
The National BikeSafe show was held over the weekend
20 June with an impressive attendance to the event.
BikeSafe is a national police road safety project with a clear
focus to reducing death and injuries to the Motorcycling
public. The event attracts thousands of enthusiasts.

Who said Police Bikes were Slow?

Automatrics were previously challenged by the UK’s largest
motorcycle insurance provider Carole Nash to successfully
track a stolen motorcycle placed in the back of a van.
Approval was also sought from Northants Police.
Automatrics detected the active movement alarm and then
safely pursued the simulated motorcycle theft using mobile
phone mast location, logging positions every 10 minutes for
over 150 miles.
The test demonstrated very well the mtrack GSM /RF theft
location tracking technology which is necessary to track any
asset when hidden from GPS.
The test concluded when the 24/7 server reported the asset
had stopped moving. The Automatrics finding team located
the stolen motorcycle shortly after by detecting radio signals
from the unit.
The mtrack was found on a motorcycle stored in the back of
a Mercedes van which had been driven into a warehouse
behind some steel fronted doors.

Kevin Doel from Automatrics explained to mtrack visitors a
number of the “mtrack active” unique features which support
The units Motorcycle security tracking accreditation.
Works inside a van or if hidden undercover
Proactive alarming using rider ID remote control
Supports insurance protection needs
Simple installation without any traceable wiring
World tracking capabilities
Owners web access via PC or mobile Phone
GPS options for Touring reports back home
Successfully tested By Carole Nash, Northants and Metropolitan Police
IP67 waterproof to 1 metre
Remains active against various signal blocking
Cannot be scanned
Regular health checks
Transferable at no cost

At BikeSafe the Stolen Vehicle Police unit presented real
crime footage advising that even when motorcycles were
locked, chained and immobilised they were still taken.

“mtrack active variants”
TQA 114 & TQA 115
First Ever Thatcham Accredited
Trackers for Motorcycles
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